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Abstract

Three models of the C60 molecular crystal are studied using molecular dynamics simulations

to resolve the roles played by intermolecular and intramolecular degrees of freedom (DOF) in

its structural, mechanical, and thermal properties at temperatures between 35 and 400 K. In

the full DOF model, all DOF are active. In the rigid body model, the intramolecular DOF are

frozen, such that only center of mass (COM) translations and molecular rotations/librations are

active. In the point mass model, the molecule is replaced by a point mass, such that only COM

translations are active. The zero-pressure lattice constants and bulk moduli predicted from the

three models fall within ranges of 0.15 and 20%. The thermal conductivity of the point mass model

is the largest across the temperature range, showing a crystal-like temperature dependence (i.e.,

it decreases with increasing temperature) due to the presence of phonon modes associated with

the COM translations. The rigid body model thermal conductivity is the smallest and follows

two distinct regimes. It is crystal-like at low temperatures and becomes temperature invariant at

high temperatures. The latter is typical of the behavior of an amorphous material. By calculating

the rotational diffusion coefficient, the transition between the two regimes is found to occur at the

temperature where the molecules begin to rotate freely. Above this temperature, phonons related to

COM translations are scattered by the rotational DOF. The full DOF model thermal conductivity

is larger than that of the rigid body model, indicating that intramolecular DOF contribute to

thermal transport.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large unit cell crystals such as fullerenes and their derivatives,1,2 zeolites,3–5 metal-

organic frameworks,6–10 superatomic crystals,11,12 clathrates,13,14 and skutterudites15,16 have

attracted interest due to their electronic, optical, mass transport, and thermal properties.

The fullerene derivative phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), for example, is a

promising electron acceptor for organic solar cells due to its high absorption for ultraviolet

and visible light and its high electron mobility.17,18 The thermal conductivity of large unit

cell crystals at room temperature is low, typically in range of 0.01–0.5 W/m-K. Low thermal

conductivity is beneficial for thermal insulation19 and thermoelectric energy conversion.20,21

For other applications, however, low thermal conductivity limits the removal of excess heat,

leading to high operating temperatures that degrade performance, reliability, and lifetime.22

Compared to their electronic, optical, and mass transport properties, the thermal prop-

erties of large unit cell crystals have received less attention and are not as well understood.

For example, controversy remains as to the role played by rattler atoms in skutterudites.23–26

PCBM has the lowest reported thermal conductivity for dense solids, 0.03–0.06 W/m-K, but

the origin remains unclear.27,28 The thermal conductivity of the C60 molecular crystal, the

material that we study here, shows a discontinuity and change in temperature dependence

when the rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) are unlocked as the system passes through a

first-order phase transition at a temperature of 260 K.29 This effect was recently shown to

have a profound impact on the thermal conductivity of superatomic crystals built from C60

and organic-inorganic molecules.12

The challenge of interpreting experimental measurements and performing detailed mod-

eling of thermal transport in large unit cell crystals is a direct consequence of their complex

structure. In an atomic crystal (e.g., silicon, gallium nitride), there are a small number of

atoms in the unit cell and the bonding environment is relatively uniform. As such, there

are only translational DOF for each atom and thermal transport can be described by the

phonon gas model.30 The small number of atoms in the unit cell allows for the application

of accurate solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation using input from first principles

calculations.31–33 Such calculations are not tractable if the number of atoms in the unit cell

is large. Further complications emerge in a molecular crystal like C60, where the covalent

intramolecular interactions are much stronger than the van der Waals intermolecular inter-
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actions.34 As a consequence, in addition to DOF related to vibrations of individual atoms

within molecules (intramolecular DOF), vibrations of the centers of mass of the molecules

(translational DOF) and molecular rotations (rotational DOF) are also present and the

suitability of the phonon gas model becomes unclear. We will refer to the translational and

rotational DOF collectively as the intermolecular DOF.

In the C60 molecular crystal, the C60 molecules sit on the lattice sites of a face centered

cubic crystal structure.34 At temperatures above 260 K, the molecules freely rotate and there

is rotational disorder.35 In this regime, thermal conductivity is measured to be temperature-

independent (as found in many amorphous materials around room temperature) with a value

of 0.4 W/m-K.29 Below this temperature, the rotations are restricted to librations. That

is, each C60 molecule is locked into an orientationally-optimal configuration about which

it oscillates.35 The molecular orientations are correlated and the crystal can be described

using a four-molecule basis in a simple cubic crystal structure.35 In this regime, thermal

conductivity increases with decreasing temperature, as found for typical atomic crystals,

reaching a value of 1.9 W/m-K at the lowest measured temperature of 34 K.29

The contributions of the intermolecular and intramolecular DOF in C60 to thermal trans-

port in the low- and high-temperature regimes is a topic of current research. It has been

hypothesized that intermolecular vibrations behave like phonon modes below the phase tran-

sition, but are disrupted by the sudden emergence of rotations.29,36 The role played by the

confined, high-frequency intramolecular vibrations, whose occupancy increases with increas-

ing temperature, is also an open question. Do they contribute to thermal transport by

carrying energy and/or inhibit it by increasing the scattering of lower-frequency modes?

Previous modeling investigations of thermal transport in C60 and its derivative PCBM

are limited. Chen et al. applied non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations

to predict their thermal conductivities.37 They found the thermal conductivity of C60 to

be system-size dependent, while that for PCBM saturated at a length of 20 nm. They

attributed the length-dependent thermal conductivity of C60 to the contributions of long-

wavelength, low-frequency phonon modes. They explained the low thermal conductivity

in PCBM by a reduction in the phonon group velocities and the strong scattering of low-

frequency phonons by the alkyl chains. Giri and Hopkins also applied molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations to investigate thermal transport in C60 and PCBM.38 Through a spectral

analysis method, they asserted that the intermolecular vibrations in C60 (i.e., frequencies
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FIG. 1: Our three models for the C60 molecule each have a different number of DOF. The

full DOF has 180, the rigid body has six, and the point mass has three.

lower than 3 THz) contribute 65% to the thermal conductivity at a temperature of 300 K, a

contribution that increases to 85% when the temperature is decreased to 50 K. In contrast,

modes with frequencies less than 3 THz contributed 37 and 40% to the thermal conductivity

of PCBM at temperatures of 300 and 50 K.

The objective of this study is to decouple the effects of the intermolecular and intramolec-

ular DOF on thermal transport in C60. To do so, three models of C60 are considered, as

shown in Fig. 1. In the first, called the full DOF model, all DOF (180 per molecule) are

active. In the second, called the rigid body model, the intramolecular DOF are frozen such

that only the translational and rotational DOF are active (i.e., each C60 molecule can only

move about its center of mass and rotate). There are thus six DOF per molecule. In the

third, called the point mass model, each C60 molecule is replaced by an effective point mass

such that only the translational DOF are active. There are thus three DOF per molecule.

We perform MD simulations to predict the mechanical and thermal properties predicted

by each model between temperatures of 35 and 400 K. Molecular dynamics simulations are

classical, such that quantum effects on phonon populations and heat capacity are not in-

cluded.39 In fact, the majority of the intramolecular DOF in C60 at room temperature are

frozen out, suggesting that the rigid body model may be a good approximation under these

conditions. Additionally, we use empirical potentials to describe the atomic interactions.

Our goal is thus to study general questions of thermal transport in molecular crystals with

rotational disorder and not to make a direct comparison to previous experimental measure-

ments.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The interatomic potentials are pre-

sented in Sec. II A, including the development of an effective potential for the point mass

model. The methodologies for predicting the zero pressure lattice constant, bulk modulus,

rotational diffusion coefficient, and thermal conductivity are provided in Secs. II B to II D.

The results are presented in Sec. III, where we assess the suitability of the full DOF, rigid

body, and point mass models. The findings are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Interatomic potential

The MD simulations were performed using the open-source package LAMMPS.40 For the

full DOF model, the polymer consistent force field (PCFF) was used to model the interatomic

interactions.41 This force field has been parameterized for a wide range of organic compounds

by first principles calculations and includes terms for bonded, angular, dihedral, and non-

bonded interactions. The parameters of the intramolecular part of the PCFF are provided in

the supplementary material (SM).42 To be consistent with the PCFF, a 9-6 Lennard-Jones

(LJ) potential of the form

φ(r) = ε

[
2
(σ
r

)9
− 3

(σ
r

)6]
(1)

is used to calculate the potential energy φ for the non-bonded interaction between two atoms

separated by a distance r, with ε = 3.72× 10−22 J, σ = 4.01× 10−10 m, and a cutoff radius

of 1.2×10−9 m. The LJ potential is not applied between atoms on the same molecule. For

the rigid body model, only the intermolecular interactions are considered by using Eq. (1).

In the point mass model, each C60 molecule is replaced by a point mass with the mass of

sixty carbon atoms. The resulting structure is thus a face-centered cubic monoatomic crystal.

The interaction between the point masses should be representative of that between two C60

molecules. To reproduce this interaction, we placed two C60 molecules at a center-to-center

separation of R, randomized their orientations, and calculated their potential energy using

Eq. (1). The orientations were randomized 1,000 times for 8 Å ≤ R ≤ 16 Å in increments

of 0.01 Å. The average value of the potential energy at each separation is plotted in Fig. 2

and is taken as the potential energy between two C60 molecules in the point mass model.

The minimum energy occurs at a separation of 10.2 Å and at a well depth of 4.89×10−20
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FIG. 2: Effective potential energy and force for the point mass model.

J. A two-point forward difference formula is applied to the potential energies to obtain the

force, which is also plotted in Fig. 2. The effective potential and force are implemented

in LAMMPS using lookup tables that are provided in the SM. The effective point mass

interaction between two C60 molecules has also been calculated based on a continuum model

and a 12-6 LJ potential.43 A comparison between that model and ours is provided in the

SM.

The computational cost decreases in moving from the full DOF model to the rigid body

model to the point mass model due to fewer DOF and/or the simpler interatomic potential.

For a cubic simulation cell with three unit cells in each direction (which we denote as the

3 × 3 × 3 system and contains 6,480 atoms), the wall time on a single core of an AMD

Opteron 6128 HE CPU per MD time step is 0.3 s for the full DOF model, 0.16 s for the

rigid body model, and 10−4 s for the point mass model.

B. Full degree-of-freedom model

The full DOF model has all intermolecular and intramolecular DOF active and uses a

time step of 0.3 fs. The structure of an isolated C60 molecule is shown in Fig. 1. It has the

shape of a truncated icosahedron, comprising twenty hexagons and twelve pentagons. There

are two bond types: a double bond common to two hexagons (the 6:6 bond) and a single

bond common to a hexagon and a pentagon (the 6:5 bond). The equilibrium structure at

zero temperature is provided in the SM. At a temperature of 77 K, the average bond lengths
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are 1.43 Å (6:6) and 1.50 Å (6:5). The corresponding experimental values at a temperature

of 77 K are 1.40 Å (6:6) and 1.45 Å (6:5).44

A cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions is built by placing the molec-

ular center-of-masses at the lattice points of a face-centered cubic crystal. To obtain the

zero pressure lattice constant at a given temperature, we built 2 × 2 × 2 systems (1,920

atoms) for 20 lattice constants in increments of 0.001 Å. For each system, 105 time steps

of MD simulation were run at constant volume with velocity rescaling to reach the target

temperature. The velocity rescaling was then turned off and the simulation was run in the

NV E ensemble (i.e., constant number of particles N , volume V , and energy E) for another

6× 105 time steps to equilibrate the velocity distribution. The pressure was then collected

for 6 × 105 time steps. The average pressure versus lattice constant data was fitted with a

line to obtain the zero-pressure lattice constant.

The bulk modulus, B, is obtained using

B = −V dP
dV

, (2)

where V is the system volume and P is its pressure. Using the same methodology as for

the zero-pressure lattice constant search, we first predicted the pressure for 20 values of the

lattice constant in increments of 0.005 Å around the zero-pressure lattice constant. The

average pressure versus volume data was fit with a line that was then used to obtain the

bulk modulus from Eq. (2). The same procedure was used for the rigid body and point mass

models.

The rotational diffusion coefficient (RDC), Dr, is calculated from the autocorrelation of

the angular velocities of the n C60 molecules through the Green-Kubo formula45

Dr =
1

n

∑
I

∫ ∞
0

〈ωI(t) · ωI(0)〉dt, (3)

where ωI(t) is the angular velocity of molecule I at time t. We used a 3 × 3 × 3 system

to calculate the RDC. The system is first set to the target temperature through velocity

rescaling for 105 steps and then equilibrated in the NV E ensemble for 6 × 105 steps. The

angular velocities of all C60 molecules are collected over the following 105 time steps and are

used to evaluate Eq. (3). The same procedure is used for the rigid body system.

The thermal conductivity, k, for all the three models was predicted using the equilib-

rium Green-Kubo method.46 This approach has smaller size effects compared to the NEMD
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method for a broad range of materials,47 including C60.
38 The Green-Kubo method requires

the calculation of the heat flux vector, q, which gives the magnitude and direction of the

heat flow in the system at an instant in time. For a general multi-body potential like PCFF,

the heat flux vector is calculated in LAMMPS as48

q(t) =
∑
i

(eivi − Si · vi), (4)

where t is time and the summation is over all the atoms i in the system, which have velocity

vi. ei is the total energy of atom i, given by

ei =
1

2
mi|vi|2 + φi, (5)

where mi and φi are its mass and potential energy. Si is the stress tensor for atom i, whose

definition can be found in the LAMMPS documentation.48

For a pair (i.e., two-body) potential like LJ, Eqs. (4) and (5) reduce to

q(t) =
∑
i

[
eivi +

1

2

∑
j 6=i

(fij · vi)rij

]
, (6)

ei =
1

2
mi|vi|2 +

1

2

∑
j 6=i

φij, (7)

where rij, φij, and fij are the separation, potential energy, and force between atoms i and j.

The thermal conductivity of the cubically-isotropic C60 system is then predicted from

k =
1

kBV T 2

∫ ∞
0

〈q(t) · q(0)〉
3

dt, (8)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and 〈q(t) · q(0)〉 is the heat current

autocorrelation function (HCACF).

To predict the thermal conductivity of the full DOF system, the temperature is first

established using velocity rescaling and the system is equilibrated by running for 105 time

steps in the NV E ensemble. The heat flux is then calculated for 2.5 × 106 time steps in

the NV E ensemble. We found good convergence of the integral of the HCACF between

correlation times of 10 to 40 ps by averaging over 20 independent simulations (differentiated

by random initial velocities). A 3 × 3 × 3 system was found to be sufficient to obtain a

size-converged value of thermal conductivity.49 To estimate the uncertainty, we calculated

the thermal conductivity from 19 of the simulations at a time and repeat this process 20

times. The standard deviation of the resulting 20 thermal conductivities is plotted as the

error bar.
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C. Rigid body model

The fix/rigid module of LAMMPS was used to run the rigid body simulations.50,51 To

briefly summarize, at every time step, the total force and torque on each molecule is calcu-

lated from a summation of the forces and torques on each of its individual atoms. Using the

total force and torque, time integration is performed on the center of mass and rotational

angles of each molecule. The atomic positions and velocities are then updated such that

the molecule moves and rotates as a single entity. As the high-frequency intramolecular

vibrational modes are absent in the rigid body model, a large time step of 5 fs is used. The

zero-pressure lattice constants found for the full DOF model were used for the rigid body

model to ensure the same densities.

To predict the thermal conductivity of the rigid body model, we again used the Green-

Kubo method. The major difference between rigid molecules and point particles is their

ability to exchange angular momenta and energies in addition to translational momenta and

energies. The heat current vector for a set of rigid polyatomic molecules described by a pair

potential, as we use here [Eq. (1)], is given by52,53

q(t) =
∑
I

[
eIVI +

1

2

∑
J 6=I

RIJ(VI · FIJ + ωI ·ΩIJ)

]
, (9)

with

eI =
1

2
mI |VI |2 +

1

2
ωI · II · ωI +

1

2

∑
J 6=I

ΦIJ . (10)

Here, the summations are over the molecules, labeled by I and J , and the lower-case variables

from Eqs.(4)-(7) are are replaced by their upper case counterparts. II is the inertia tensor

of molecule I and ΩIJ is the torque about the center of mass of molecule I due to molecule

J .

The rigid body system temperature is set by running the simulation in the NV T en-

semble (i.e., constant mass, volume, and thermodynamic temperature) with a Nose-Hoover

thermostat for 105 time steps. Equilibration is achieved by running for 105 time steps in

the NV E ensemble. The heat current is then calculated for 2× 105 time steps in the NV E

ensemble and is used to evaluate the thermal conductivity from Eq. (8). A 3× 3× 3 system

was sufficient to obtain a size-converged value of thermal conductivity.54 Ten independent

simulations (differentiated by random initial velocities) are used to calculate the thermal
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conductivity. The integral of HCACF is averaged between correlation times of 25 to 50 ps

to give the thermal conductivity. The prediction uncertainty was estimated using a similar

procedure as described for the full DOF model.

D. Point mass model

A time step of 20 fs was used for the point mass model simulations. Ten 4 × 4 × 4

systems of different lattice constant were built with an increment in lattice constant of 0.01

Å. The systems were equilibrated to the target temperature in the NV T ensemble using the

Langevin thermostat for 105 time steps and then run in the NV E ensemble for 2× 105 time

steps, during which time the pressure was monitored. At each temperature, the average

pressure versus lattice constant data was fit with a line, which was then used to obtain the

zero-pressure lattice constant.

To predict thermal conductivity using the Green-Kubo method, a 6 × 6 × 6 system

(sufficient to eliminate size effects) was equilibrated by running in the NV T ensemble with

the Langevin thermostat for 106 time steps and then equilibrated for 106 time steps in the

NV E ensemble. The heat current is collected during another 106 time steps using Eq. (6).

Ten independent simulations with random initial conditions were used and the thermal

conductivity was extracted by averaging the integral of the HCACF between correlation

times of 0.5 to 1 ns. The prediction uncertainty was estimated using a similar procedure as

described for the full DOF model.

III. RESULTS

A. Lattice constant and bulk modulus

The zero-pressure lattice constants of the full DOF and point mass models were deter-

mined between temperatures of 35 and 400 K. The results are plotted in Fig. 3(a). The

predicted lattice constants for the two models deviate by at most 0.02 Å over the tempera-

ture range, providing support for the validity of the point mass model. The corresponding

densities at a temperature of 300 K are 1,609 kg/m3 (full DOF and rigid body) and 1,614

kg/m3 (point mass). The experimentally measured density is 1,680 kg/m3 (Ref. 58) and in

a recent simulation study, Giri et al. report a density of 1,750 kg/m3.59 The linear thermal
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FIG. 3: (a) Lattice constants of the full DOF and point mass models plotted as a function

of temperature along with experimental data.55 (b) Bulk moduli of the three MD models

and from experiments56,57 plotted as a function of temperature. (c) Rotational diffusion

coefficient of the full DOF and rigid body models plotted as a function of temperature.

The vertical dot-dashed line indicates a temperature of 100 K. The dashed lines in (b) and

(c) are to guide the eye.

expansion coefficients for the full DOF and point mass models, obtained by fitting a line to

all the data for each model, are 1.8×10−5 K−1 and 1.1×10−5 K−1. The full DOF model value

is larger because both the intramolecular bond lengths and the molecule-molecule separation
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distance increase with increasing temperature.

Experimentally-measured lattice constants are also plotted in Fig. 3(a).55 There is a jump

in the data at a temperature of 260 K, which is due to the first-order phase transition.55 The

existence of this phase transition in the MD simulations is explored in Secs. III B and III C.

The MD-predicted lattice constants are ∼0.3 Å higher than the experimental values between

temperatures of 35 and 260 K. Fitting a line to the experimental data in the temperature

range of 50 to 200 K gives a linear thermal expansion coefficient of 1.4×10−5 K−1, which

falls in between the predictions from the full DOF and point mass models.

The bulk moduli for the three models are plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a function of temperature

along with experimental data.56,57 The predictions for the three models lie within a range

of 20% and are comparable to the experimental values. The bulk modulus of the rigid

body model is larger than that of the full DOF model. We attribute this difference to the

absence of intramolecular DOF in the rigid body model. A larger pressure is required to

strain the material because the molecules themselves are not deformable. The point mass

model has a larger bulk modulus than that of the rigid body model, suggesting that the bulk

modulus is also related to the relative orientations of the molecules. The bulk moduli of the

full DOF and rigid body models show a two-stage linear dependence with a discontinuity

in slope around a temperature of 100 K [indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3(b)]. As

explained in the next section, this temperature roughly corresponds to the free rotation

phase transition. Past experiments have also shown that the rotational phase transition

gives rise to a discontinuity in the bulk modulus for C60.
56,60

B. Rotational diffusional coefficient

The RDCs for the full DOF and rigid body models are plotted in Fig. 3(c) as a function of

temperature. Experimental measurements show that the RDC in C60 at room temperature

is on the order of 1011 rad2/s,55,61 which is of the same order of magnitude of our simu-

lation results. For both models, the RDC decreases with decreasing temperature. Below

a temperature of 100 K, the slopes of both curves increase. The RDC for the rigid body

model decreases rapidly, indicating a transition from free rotational motion to orientational

freezing.61 We confirmed this freezing through visualization of the molecular motions.

There is thus a phase transition in the rigid body model around a temperature of 100 K.
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This temperature is consistent with the temperature at which the bulk modulus (Sec. III A)

and thermal conductivity (Sec. III C) also show a change in their temperature dependencies.

This temperature is lower than the experimentally-observed phase transition temperature of

260 K. We attribute the difference in the phase transition temperature to the use of Eq. (1).

By using a 12-6 LJ potential with parameters adopted from the interlayer interactions in

graphite, Cheng and Klein found a phase transition temperature of ∼ 200 K.62 Spirk et

al.63 found that they could reproduce the experimental transition temperature and low-

temperature cage orientations by adding electrostatic interactions between sites placed at

the centers of the electron-rich 6:6 bonds.

The full DOF model has a higher RDC than the rigid body model across the entire

temperature range and does not show the sharp reduction at low temperatures. Visualization

of the C60 molecules in the full DOF model shows that they freely rotate at all temperatures

considered. Because MD simulations are classical, all DOF are activated at all temperatures.

As such, it is easier for the flexible C60 molecules in the full DOF model to overcome

the potential energy barriers associated with rotations. This behavior may explain why

the temperature-dependent rotational behavior of the rigid body model is more similar to

experimental observations, because the C60 molecule is essentially rigid at low temperatures.

C. Thermal conductivity

We now consider the thermal conductivities of the three models for the C60 molecular

crystal. The HCACF for all three models at temperatures of 59, 100, 200, 300, and 400

K are provided in the SM. The HCACF integral for each model at a temperature of 300

K is plotted in Fig. 4(a). The longer it takes for the fluctuations in the HCACF to decay,

the longer the lifetimes of the heat carriers.46 The integrals for the full DOF and rigid

body models converge at ∼10 ps, while for the point mass model, convergence is reached

at a time longer than 100 ps. This result indicates the existence of long lifetime modes

related to translational DOF in the point mass model that are scattered in the full DOF

and rigid body models by rotational and/or intramolecular DOF. The HCACF integral for

the full DOF system at a temperature of 300 K is replotted in Fig. 4(b) up to a correlation

time of 20 ps. A two-stage behavior is evident that persists at all temperatures, though it

becomes less pronounced at lower temperatures. This behavior is not present for the rigid
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FIG. 4: (a) Integration of the HCACF (i.e., thermal conductivity) for the three C60 models

at a temperature of 300 K. (b) HCACF for the full DOF model over a shorter time range.

kshort and klong can be distinguished.

body or point mass models. This particular HCACF integral has a fast initial rise and

plateau at 2 ps, followed by a slower increase until it converges to its final value at 10 ps.

Based on this observation, we decompose the full DOF model thermal conductivity into two

parts: kshort (based on the initial plateau) and klong (the longer time rise), which are further

discussed later in this section. Previous studies have also decomposed thermal conductivity

into components based on the timescales associated with the HCACF.64,65

The thermal conductivity predictions for the three models are plotted in Fig. 5(a) between

temperatures of 35 and 400 K. The point mass model has the largest thermal conductivity

across the temperature range, followed by the full DOF and the rigid body models. For the

point mass model, thermal conductivity decreases monotonically with increasing tempera-

ture. This behavior is typical of crystalline materials where thermal transport is dominated

by phonons. For such crystals, increasing phonon mode populations with increasing temper-
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FIG. 5: (a) Thermal conductivity of the three C60 models plotted as a function of

temperature. (b) Full DOF model thermal conductivity decomposition into kshort and klong

and comparison with the rigid body model. The error bars are smaller than the marker

size. The vertical dash-dot line a temperature of 100 K.

ature causes more phonon-phonon scattering that leads to a decrease in thermal conductiv-

ity. For the full DOF and rigid body models, thermal conductivity decreases with increasing

temperature up to 100 K, again, typical of a phonon-dominated crystal. Thermal conduc-

tivity in these two models is less sensitive to temperature above 100 K, which is typical of

an amorphous material. This temperature-dependent behavior of the thermal conductivity

of C60 is consistent with experimental measurements36 and previous MD simulations.38

To interpret these results, we first compare the point mass and rigid body models. The

main difference is that the rigid bodies can rotate/librate while the point masses cannot.

The lower thermal conductivity of the rigid body model compared to the point mass model

suggests that the rotational DOF, which lead to orientational disorder in the crystal, scatter

the long range, translational phonon-like vibrational modes. This mechanism is consistent

with the conclusions of previous studies.12,36 To support this hypothesis, we note that the
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discontinuity in slope for the rigid body thermal conductivity occurs at around a temperature

of 100 K, which is close to the temperature where there is a sudden change in the RDC, as

shown in Fig. 3(c). Above the transition temperature, each molecule is free to rotate and

the translational symmetry of the crystal is disrupted, lowering the thermal conductivity.

Below the transition temperature, the rotational motions are restricted to librations whose

amplitudes decrease with decreasing temperature. In this region, the translational symmetry

is preserved and thermal conductivity increases with deceasing temperature.

We also calculated the contributions from the rotational kinetic energy and intermolecu-

lar torques to the thermal conductivity based on Eq. (9). The contribution from these two

rotational terms is less than 6% and decreases with increasing temperature. We thus con-

clude that the major effect of rotations in the rigid body model is to scatter energy carriers

as opposed to transporting heat.

We now compare the thermal conductivities of the full DOF and rigid body models. The

main difference is the presence of the intramolecular DOF in the full DOF model. The

full DOF system has a larger thermal conductivity than the rigid body system across the

studied temperature range, suggesting that intramolecular vibrations carry heat. To better

understand their contribution, we plot kshort and klong for the full DOF model and the

thermal conductivity of the rigid body model, krigid, in Fig. 5(b).

We hypothesize that kshort and klong correspond to the contributions of intramolecular

and intermolecular DOF to thermal conductivity. The hypothesis can be tested by compar-

ing the magnitudes and temperature dependent behaviors of klong, kshort and krigid. klong

decreases with increasing temperature and is similar in magnitude to krigid, particularly at

temperatures greater than 100 K, which corresponds to the onset of the molecular rota-

tions. Noting that krigid has no contributions from the intramolecular DOF, the similarities

between krigid and klong suggest that the latter is a result of the intermolecular vibrations.

On the other hand, kshort shows a temperature-invariant behavior (0.30 ± 0.04 W/m-K),

which is qualitatively similar to a proposed short-range component in LJ argon.65 The tem-

perature independence is also similar to the behavior of many amorphous materials around

room temperature. This similarity suggests the possibility that like the diffusons in an amor-

phous material, intramolecular vibrational modes may contribute to thermal transport via

harmonic coupling.66,67 kshort contributes more than 50% to the thermal conductivity when

the temperature is above 100 K, indicating the strong ability of intramolecular vibration to
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carry heat. Through an MD-based spectral analysis approach, Giri and Hopkins suggested

that the intramolecular vibrations in C60 contribute 35% to the thermal conductivity at a

temperature of 300 K,38 in the same range as our prediction.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We studied three models of the C60 molecular crystal (full DOF, rigid body, and point

mass, described in Secs. II B-II D) and their impact on its properties. The lattice constants,

bulk moduli, and RDCs [Figs. 3(a)- 3(c)] predicted from the three models are similar to each

other and available experimental data. The results indicate that these structural and me-

chanical properties strongly depend on the intermolecular interaction between C60 molecules

[Eq. (1)] and are less sensitive to the intramolecular DOF.

At a temperature of 300 K, the predicted thermal conductivities are: 0.62 W/m-K (point

mass), 0.38 W/m-K (full DOF), and 0.12 W/m-K (rigid body). Previous MD simulations

based on a full DOF model predicted thermal conductivities of 0.20 W/m-K from NEMD37

and 0.27 W/m-K from the Green-Kubo method38 at a temperature of 300 K. Differences

compared to our predictions may be a result of the simulation details and different imple-

mentations of the PCFF potential.42 The experimentally-measured thermal conductivity is

∼0.4 W/m-K at temperatures above 260 K.29 The agreement between this measured value

and the full DOF prediction is likely coincidental. The MD simulations are classical, such

that all DOF are active, while the real system will have the majority of the high-frequency

modes frozen out due to quantum effects.

As such, the best comparison for the experiments is the rigid body model. While the

predicted thermal conductivity is lower, the rigid body model shows qualitative features that

are consistent with the experiments. Notably, that the molecules do not freely rotate below a

certain temperature and that thermal conductivity increases with decreasing temperature in

this regime. It is challenging to explain the discrepancy in thermal conductivity magnitude

and the phase transition temperature because the classical nature of MD and the impact of

using empirical potentials are difficult to decouple.

The MD simulations provide important insight into the general behavior of molecular

crystals with rotational DOF. Our results suggest that while rotations can scatter phonon-

like modes associated with the motions of the molecular center of masses, they do not carry
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significant heat themselves. Intermolecular interactions and short-range interactions between

molecules transport heat and do so in a manner that generates a temperature-independent

contribution to thermal conductivity. How these mechanisms manifest in more complicated

molecular crystals, e.g., PCBM and superatomic crystals, is an intriguing direction for future

study.
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